Reading Interests

1. Do you read at home?
   - O yes
   - O no

2. Do you like to...
   - O read to self
   - O be read to

3. Do you think reading is...
   - O easy
   - O hard

4. Do you like books with...
   - O many words on a page
   - O few words on a page

5. Do you like to read...
   - O alone
   - O in a group

6. Do you like books with...
   - O lots of words
   - O lots of pictures

7. Do you like...
   - O fiction
   - O non-fiction

8. Do you like characters that are...
   - O animals
   - O people

9. Do you read...
   - O in your head
   - O out loud

10. Do you like books with...
    - O real photographs
     - O drawn pictures

11. Do you read things besides books?
    - O yes
    - O no
Thank you!

Thank you for downloading. I hope you find it helpful in your classroom! If you have any questions, please email me at emhutchison@gmail.com.

My thanks also goes to: